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Introduction to Myself
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My Long-Term Research Goal

• If a machine can write a book report 
• Let me show Carl Sagan's “Cosmos” to it
• It reads the book
• It writes a one-page report

• I want to know why the universe exists (I have been curious since I 
was a high school student)
• Because machines never sleep, let them study all the world's knowledge
• Hope that it would show us any insight as to why we and the universe 

exist

• This is not going to happen in my life, but I want to make a small 
contribution anyway ~~ !!

Artificial Intelligence

Natural Language Processing

Big Data
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History of Industrial Revolution (1/2)

TODAY
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History of Industrial Revolution (2/2)

• The First Industrial Revolution (1769)
• James Watt invented the steam engine

• The Second Industrial Revolution (early 1900)
• Mass production of Ford Motors

• The Third Industrial Revolution (1980 ~ 2010)
• Information society through computers and Internet

• The Fourth Industrial Revolution (since 2010)
• ??
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The Fourth Industry Revolution

• Davos Forum in 2016
• Klaus Schubert, President of the World Economic Forum

• Now is significantly different from the past ...
• Accelerating innovation through the Internet of Things, Big Data, and Artificial 

Intelligence
• Economic center shifts from hardware industry to software industry

• Cars: Engine (mechanical engineering) -> Batteries (electronic engineering)
• Now, if you want to work for a car company, choose software major

• Most companies turns into service companies
• Manufacturer like GE -> Transformed into a software company
• IT companies like Google -> Hardware manufacturer

• Integration of physical space with virtual space
• Convergence (interdisciplinary)

• One study (law, chemistry, nursing, entrepreneur, …) + software
• Improve technological innovation and productivity in the study
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Internet of Things (IoT)

• Attaching a microcomputer to an 
object or tool used by humans

• Connect computerized objects to 
the Internet

• Exchange of information among 
objects connected to the Internet

• Better and intelligent services
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Smart 
Devices

SNS

• Data Creation
• Whenever, wherever

• Data Types
• Location information, behavior 

information, transactions, text messages, 
images, text, links, ...

• IDC (according to Market Research)
• Worldwide digital data volume

• 1 Zeta Bytes (approximately 1 trillion GB)

• Doubled every two years
• In 2020, approximately 40 zeta bytes

• Equivalent to about 57 times the 
amount of sand in the world's beaches)
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Big Data Technologies

Big Data

Through Big Data analysis, we want to become 21st century fortunetellers !!

Analysis
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Artificial Intelligence (AI)

• The art of computers thinking and behaving like humans
• Self-driving cars, drones, robots
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Relationship among IoT, Big Data, and AI

Internet of 
Things

Creation

Big Data

Artificial 
Intelligence

Analysis

Future Trend 
Prediction

Company 
Innovation

Acceleration
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The Fourth Industry Revolution

• Davos Forum in 2016
• Klaus Schubert, President of the World Economic Forum

• Now is significantly different from the past ...
• Accelerating innovation through the Internet of Things, Big Data, and Artificial 

Intelligence
• Economic center shifts from hardware industry to software industry

• Cars: Engine (mechanical engineering) -> Batteries (electronic engineering)
• Now, if you want to work for a car company, choose software major

• Most companies turns into service companies
• Manufacturer like GE -> Transformed into a software company
• IT companies like Google -> Hardware manufacturer

• Integration of physical space with virtual space
• Convergence (interdisciplinary)

• One study (law, chemistry, nursing, entrepreneur,  …) + software
• Improve technological innovation and productivity in the study
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A competition among automakers at 
CES … The acceleration of automobiles ' 
home appliances

Why did the world's top automakers participate in 
the CES, the world's largest consumer electronics 
exhibition?

The answer is simple. In fact, cars are becoming 
home appliances that move by themselves. In 
addition, as next-generation cars such as self-
driving cars and electric cars became home 
appliances, cooperation with other industries such 
as electric and electronic industries is inevitable. 
The fact that a car has become capable of TVs and 
smartphones also plays a role.
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The Fourth Industry Revolution

• Davos Forum in 2016
• Klaus Schubert, President of the World Economic Forum

• Now is significantly different from the past ...
• Accelerating innovation through the Internet of Things, Big Data, and Artificial 

Intelligence
• Economic center shifts from hardware industry to software industry

• Cars: Engine (mechanical engineering) -> Batteries (electronic engineering)
• Now, if you want to work for a car company, choose software major

• Most companies turns into service companies
• Manufacturer like GE -> Transformed into a software company
• IT companies like Google -> Hardware manufacturer

• Integration of physical space with virtual space
• Convergence (interdisciplinary)

• One study (law, chemistry, nursing, entrepreneur,  …) + software
• Improve technological innovation and productivity in the study
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GE become a 
software company by 

2020

Data analytics and management services are 75 % of revenue
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Past Current

sens
or

sens
or

sens
or

sens
or

Computer

Real-time 
transfer of 
anomaly 
in the 
aircraft 
engine

GE business model
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Apple and Google (software company) are making self-driving cars now !!
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The Fourth Industry Revolution

• Davos Forum in 2016
• Klaus Schubert, President of the World Economic Forum

• Now is significantly different from the past ...
• Accelerating innovation through the Internet of Things, Big Data, and Artificial 

Intelligence
• Economic center shifts from hardware industry to software industry

• Cars: Engine (mechanical engineering) -> Batteries (electronic engineering)
• Now, if you want to work for a car company, choose software major

• Most companies turns into service companies
• Manufacturer like GE -> Transformed into a software company
• IT companies like Google -> Hardware manufacturer

• Integration of physical space with virtual space
• Convergence (interdisciplinary)

• One study (law, chemistry, nursing, entrepreneur,  …) + software
• Improve technological innovation and productivity in the study
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Integration of Physical and Cyber Spaces
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The Fourth Industry Revolution

• Davos Forum in 2016
• Klaus Schubert, President of the World Economic Forum

• Now is significantly different from the past ...
• Accelerating innovation through the Internet of Things, Big Data, and Artificial 

Intelligence
• Economic center shifts from hardware industry to software industry

• Cars: Engine (mechanical engineering) -> Batteries (electronic engineering)
• Now, if you want to work for a car company, choose software major

• Most companies turns into service companies
• Manufacturer like GE -> Transformed into a software company
• IT companies like Google -> Hardware manufacturer

• Integration of physical space with virtual space
• Convergence (interdisciplinary)

• One study (law, chemistry, nursing, entrepreneur, …) + software
• Improve technological innovation and productivity in the study
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Convergence Technologies

Law + Software

Analysis of a million volumes of legal documents

Artificial Intelligence Doctor Watson gets 
Job at Gacheon University - Gil Hospital

Medicine + Software

Gain knowledge of 15 million pages of cancer

Artificial Intelligence Attorney Ross gets job 
at New York Law Firm
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Why should we pay attention to "data"?

• Core of the Fourth Industrial Revolution: Convergence
• Each study (law, chemistry, nursing, …) + software

• Increase technological innovation and productivity in the study

• After all, the most important thing in the fourth industrial revolution is “data analysis”

• Data Analysis Methods
• Data Mining : Analyze data in the database (find patterns or rules of data)
• Machine Learning : Mathematics-based data analysis
• AI : Analysis of data by techniques mimicking the human brain

• Skills for Data Analysis
• Data processing : C/C++/Java/Python, data structures, computer algorithms
• Large data processing : Hadoop, MapReduce, Spark
• Unstructured data processing : Natural language processing, image processing
• Data analysis methods
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In This Lecture, You Can Learn Basic Concept 
about Data Science, especially Big Data !!
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Digital Data

• mega = 106  = 1,000,000
• giga  = 109  = 1,000,000,000
• terra = 1012  = 1,000,000,000,000 
• peta = 1015  = 1,000,000,000,000,000
• exa  = 1018  = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000
• zetta = 1021  = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
• iotta = 1024  = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

Big 
Data

PC
1 byte : One character (number) representation
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Emergence of new technologies and services
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Information Explosion

Cause: photos, video data
e-mail, SNS
Sensor data
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McKinsey Big Data Report

• Released in May 2011
• Big Data: The next frontier for innovation, competition, and 
productivity

• Big Data is not a problem but a new challenge
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What is Big Data?

• A huge amount of data that cannot be stored and processed in the 
current database technologies

• 3V: Volume, Variety, Velocity

• 3V + Veracity = 4V

• 4V + Value = 5V

Volume

Velocity
Variety
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Big Data Property : Volume

• Data size
• Large amount of data that can not be processed with current 
technology

• Decision
• More than 10 TB (Tera Bytes) = 10,000,000,000,000 bytes

• cf) 1 byte: one character (numeric) representation
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Big Data Property : Velocity

• Data creation speed
• Data generated in seconds

• Data collection through 
sensors
• Fine dust, vibration, 

temperature and humidity, 
gyroscope, ...

• Accelerating by Internet of 
Things
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Big Data Property : Variety

Type Description Example
Structured Data Rows, columns -Database

-Excel Spreadsheet

Unstructured
Data

Keys, values -Text
-Voice
-Image
-Moving picture
-Social network
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Structured Data

• Data consisting of rows and columns
• Machine-understandable format
• Example

Student ID Name Phone Email

1711021 Minji Kim 010-6134-3568 kimmj@kunsan.ac.kr

1711041 Seri Na 010-9865-7622 naseri@kunsan.ac.kr

1711055 Boeun Suh 010-1373-2489 suhbe@kunsan.ac.kr

1711083 Eunji Lee 010-2832-7890 leeji@kunsan.ac.kr
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Unstructured Data

• Voices, Images, Moving pictures, Texts

More than 90% of all currently generated data is unstructured data
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Examples of Big Data

• Facebook
• Generate 33 billion monthly content

• YouTube
• One hour of video registration per second

• Manufacturing (Semiconductor)
• Samsung Electronics: Generate 600TB log data per year

• SK Telecom
• Store usage history of 10 million customers

• Walmart
• 1 million transactions per hour

• …
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Google Trend

• Gaining influenza information by searching "flu" words 
included in Google emails
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Seoul Midnight Bus Route Optimization
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Target's Big Data Strategy

• Insight from Target’s Big Data analysis
• Early pregnancy

• Buy calcium and magnesium supplements

• Middle of pregnancy
• Odorless Lotion

• Birthday
• Buy fragrance soap, detergent, cotton balls

• Target’s new business model
• Predict customers’ pregnancy in advance
• Give promotion (discount coupons) to pregnant women 
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Lee Sedol vs AlphaGo

• The game of go
• Number of cases in which a stone can be placed
• 250 wins

• cf) All atoms in the universe (about 10 wins)

• Learning the past 30 million mark of the first-class 
professional Go article

• Twin alpaca programs and over 100,000 titles

• Alpha Go is one million times and takes four weeks to 
learn
• cf) People take 1,000 years

• Alpha has recently improved its skills through 4 
million times
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Connected Car

• Connected car
• Car version of IoT
• Car is not a machine, but a "household 

appliance"

• Information collected in seconds
• Vehicle operation information (engine, brake, 

noise ...)
• Biometric information of the driver (heartbeat, 

stress, ...)
• Video information through 3D camera
• Location information such as GPS
• Information from Internet
• Communication information with other vehicles
• ...
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Why is big data important?

• Utilization of unused data
• We can see what we did not see before

• Enable fact-based decisions
• Use analysis results

• New approach, mind-set requirement
• Re-examine the use of IT technology

• Start from analysis of small data
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Big Data Processing Phases

• To collect, store, process, analyze, and visualize Big Data

Data Sources Crawling Storing Processing Analysis Visualization

Distributed File 
System

Multiple 
programs in 

parallel
Data Mining
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Basic Idea of Big Data

Scale up
 High Cost
 Low Scalability
 Single Computer

Scale out
 Low Cost
 High Scalability
 Parallel Computer

• Distributed computing
• Failover
• Easy parallel programming

 Big Data Solution

 Scale out Solution
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Computer Hardware for Big Data

• Cluster system or distributed processing system

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4
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Computer Software for Big Data

• Hadoop: High Availability Distributed Object-Oriented Platform
• Founder of Apache Lucene: Doug Cutting
• Open source distributed processing technology project
• Used in Yahoo, Facebook, etc.
• Major components (Hadoop Eco-system)

• The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
• MapReduce programming
• HBase database
• Pig / Hive
• ...
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Distributed File System
Big Data (impossible to store on a single computer)

Distributed computing : A system that organizes low-cost, general-purpose 
computers into high-performance networks and acts like a single computer 45



MapReduce: Running Processes in Parallel

Mappers Reducer

I like you
You like me

apple
apple dog

I like you

Mapper

(I : 1)
(like : 1)
(you : 1)

You like 
me apple apple dog

Mapper Mapper Mapper

(You : 1)
(like : 1)
(me : 1)

(apple : 1)
(apple : 1)
(dog : 1)

Name Node
Reducer

(I : 1)
(like : 2)
(you : 2)
(me : 1)

(apple : 2)
(dog : 1)

Chunk
(Block)

Data Node2Data Node1 Data Node3 Data Node4

Data Node5

Input Data

Output Data

In parallel
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Big Data Analysis

• Data Mining
• Find meaningful knowledge, such as patterns or rules of formal data stored in the 

database
• Use as resources for management activities

• Machine Learning
• Computers automatically analyze data to find patterns or predict future
• Statistics and mathematics base

• Artificial Intelligence
• Analyze data, imitate human brain action, find patterns or rules, predict future
• Autonomous unmanned vehicles, drones, robots
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Data Mining
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Differences between ML and 
Statistical Modeling

• Statistical Modeling

• ML for Big Data 
• Advances in computer and software technology

Population Sample

Probability

Statistical 
Inference

Population Distributed 
Processing
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Programming for Data Analysis

• R
• Open source (free)
• Statistical, modeling, and data mining programs
• Specialized language for visualizing and displaying results of graphs

• Python
• Open source (free)
• Data collection, machine learning, artificial intelligence programming
• A programming language that anyone can easily learn
• Secondary students, Political Science, Law, Food and Nutrition, etc.

• Data Mining/Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence tools
• Weka, Rapid Miner, Microsoft AzureML, TensorFlow, Torch, Keras
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Big Data Visualization

• Effectively deliver data analysis results to management

• Difficult and complex information
• Information expression technology expressed in simple charts or 3D 

images for easy understanding at a glance

• Example: 2009 Google Fusion Tables
• An online service that expresses vast amounts of data
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Example of Data Visualization
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Data Analysis Occupation

• Over 4,900 jobs (LinkedIn)
• Statistical analysts, data miners, business analysts, data analysts, 

mathematical economists, medical statisticians, insurance analysts, 
financial analysts, marketing researchers, ...

• Enterprise
• Chief Data Officer (CDO)
• Data Scientist
• Data analyst (past)
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Data Scientist

• Harvard Business Review
• The most attractive 

occupations of the 21st 
century

• McKinsey:
• Nearly 200,000 data analysts 

in the US by 2018
• 1.5 million data-base 

managers needed in the US
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Data Scientist Salary and Employment Rate
Items

Universities

Employment rate(%) Avg. Base 
Salary($)

2008 2009 2010 2009 2010

Master of Science in Analytics at North Carolina State Univ. 100.0 100.0 97.0 73,000 83,500

Master of Info. Sys. Mgt. at Carnegie Mellon 88.0 77.0 78.0 N/A 89,400

Master of OR and Info. Eng. At Cornell 88.0 73.0 85.0 79,200 N/A

Master of Finance at MIT N/A N/A 89.5 N/A 79,600
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Data Scientist

• Expert to handle Big Data
• An expert who can analyze and visualize the large amount of 
data that the company has so that the executives in the 
enterprise can make appropriate decisions about the business 
in the future.

• Combines thought and expertise in computer, mathematics, 
statistics, management, industrial engineering, and visual 
design.

• Computer programming, algorithms, databases, distributed 
processing, basic statistics, machine learning, mathematical 
economics, time series, signal processing
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Skills for Data Scientist

• At least 5 to 8 years of field experience
• Data Quality Expert
• Computer Programming
• Experience with various platforms
• Legacy data, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS
• Analysis software
• Communication ability
• Mindfulness, sincerity, curiosity, honesty
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Summary

• Big data
• Volume, Velocity, Variety

• Big data technologies
• Hadoop, MapReduce, data analytics

• Data scientists
• Data analytics handling big data in industry
• Necessary academic skills: Computer Science, Statistics, Economics, 

and Substantive Expertise
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